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gramsci provides an approach to china s rural reforms by
situating the chinese state within the historical imperatives
of the contemporary global political economy polanyi
provides an approach to environmental degradation social
responses and policy innovations that characterize rural
reform invisible china how the urban rural divide threatens
china s rise china is anticipated to evolve into a modern
powerhouse and a nation characterized by shared prosperity
and social equity this vision has garnered widespread
support among the chinese populace reflecting a growing
consensus however upon delving into the book written by
focusing on a wide range of social rather than economic
issues in rural china this article adopts a relatively broad
brush approach on many topics such as post collective
agriculture rural enterprises poverty and living standards
family relations gender birth planning religion migration
education and health more detail can be 2023 s document
number one included measures focused on stabilizing food
production and increasing rural residents incomes the 2022
version discussed measures aimed at strengthening rural
governance and improving infrastructure quality building on
china s market transition debates this study investigates
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whether and how political capital embedded in kinship based
informal social networks shapes economic inequalities in
contemporary rural communities in rural china where nearly
half of the total chinese population still live formal political
financial and legal institutions remain relatively
underdeveloped and informal institutions as legacies from
imperial china not only linger on but exert strong and
significant influences on daily lives of rural chinese from
governance to economy abstract land expropriation is a
major source of conflict in contemporary rural china existing
research tends to frame land expropriation as dispossession
local governments expropriating land to pursue economic
growth at the expense of villagers welfare about this book
this book presents a new perspective on attempts by the
contemporary chinese government to transform the diverse
conditions found in countless rural villages into what the
state s social welfare program deems socialist new villages
princeton university economic inequalities in contemporary
rural china how does political capital matter qian he yu xie
sociology research output contribution to journal article peer
review 1 scopus citations overview fingerprint abstract by
tying into the larger debates on china s state capacity and
authoritarian adaptability this book enriches our
understanding of the inner workings of the chinese political
system as such it will prove invaluable to students and
scholars of chinese politics public policy and development
studies more generally 1st edition rural politics in
contemporary china edited by emily t yeh kevin o brien
jingzhong ye copyright 2015 320 pages by routledge
description this collection provides an overview of china s
rural politics bringing scholarship on agrarian politics from
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various social science disciplines together in one place 978
90 485 2700 7 sociology this book presents a new
perspective on attempts by the contemporary chinese
government to transform the diverse conditions found in
countless rural villages in political science economics
abstract this article examines the contradictory outcomes of
china s rural reform since 1978 it traces four periods of rural
reform policies through cyclical rounds of policy
implementation structural transformations and economic
social and environmental outcomes the analysis reveals that
contradictory after 20 years of frantic city building rustic
china is in a death spiral now architects are helping to
reverse the exodus with inspirational tofu factories rice wine
distilleries and lotus online isbn 9780511509971 doi doi org
10 1017 cbo9780511509971 series cambridge modern china
series subjects east asian history area studies asian studies
east asian government politics and policy politics and
international relations comparative politics 27 99 gbp rural
china in transition changes and transformations in china s
agriculture and rural sector contemporary chinese political
economy and strategic relations an international journal 1 1
51 74 available at ink library smu edu sg soss research 2218
using information from recent field work in the three
mainland china villages and earlier work on taiwan this
article now aims to show that both ultimate aspirations and
practical management were fully institutionalized within the
context of family organization under rural revitalization and
rapid construction in china the mismatch between
contemporary rural communities and villagers space
behavior habits has attracted widespread attention this
study proposes and practices a design methodology for a
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newly built rural community based on spatial elements and
their relationship with the behavior of local ancient villages
we explore the
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gramsci provides an approach to china s rural reforms by
situating the chinese state within the historical imperatives
of the contemporary global political economy polanyi
provides an approach to environmental degradation social
responses and policy innovations that characterize rural
reform

invisible china how the urban rural
divide threatens china s
Feb 28 2024

invisible china how the urban rural divide threatens china s
rise china is anticipated to evolve into a modern powerhouse
and a nation characterized by shared prosperity and social
equity this vision has garnered widespread support among
the chinese populace reflecting a growing consensus
however upon delving into the book written by
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focusing on a wide range of social rather than economic
issues in rural china this article adopts a relatively broad
brush approach on many topics such as post collective
agriculture rural enterprises poverty and living standards
family relations gender birth planning religion migration
education and health more detail can be

china s latest document number
one promoting rural csis
Dec 26 2023

2023 s document number one included measures focused on
stabilizing food production and increasing rural residents
incomes the 2022 version discussed measures aimed at
strengthening rural governance and improving infrastructure
quality

economic inequalities in
contemporary rural china how does
Nov 25 2023

building on china s market transition debates this study
investigates whether and how political capital embedded in
kinship based informal social networks shapes economic
inequalities in contemporary rural communities
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contemporary rural china how does
Oct 24 2023

in rural china where nearly half of the total chinese
population still live formal political financial and legal
institutions remain relatively underdeveloped and informal
institutions as legacies from imperial china not only linger on
but exert strong and significant influences on daily lives of
rural chinese from governance to economy

rethinking dispossession the wiley
online library
Sep 23 2023

abstract land expropriation is a major source of conflict in
contemporary rural china existing research tends to frame
land expropriation as dispossession local governments
expropriating land to pursue economic growth at the
expense of villagers welfare
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about this book this book presents a new perspective on
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attempts by the contemporary chinese government to
transform the diverse conditions found in countless rural
villages into what the state s social welfare program deems
socialist new villages

economic inequalities in
contemporary rural china how does
Jul 21 2023

princeton university economic inequalities in contemporary
rural china how does political capital matter qian he yu xie
sociology research output contribution to journal article peer
review 1 scopus citations overview fingerprint abstract

rural policy implementation in
contemporary china new
Jun 20 2023

by tying into the larger debates on china s state capacity and
authoritarian adaptability this book enriches our
understanding of the inner workings of the chinese political
system as such it will prove invaluable to students and
scholars of chinese politics public policy and development
studies more generally
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rural politics in contemporary china
1st edition emily t
May 19 2023

1st edition rural politics in contemporary china edited by
emily t yeh kevin o brien jingzhong ye copyright 2015 320
pages by routledge description this collection provides an
overview of china s rural politics bringing scholarship on
agrarian politics from various social science disciplines
together in one place

hygiene sociality and culture in
contemporary rural china
Apr 18 2023

978 90 485 2700 7 sociology this book presents a new
perspective on attempts by the contemporary chinese
government to transform the diverse conditions found in
countless rural villages in

rural reform in contemporary china
development efficiency
Mar 17 2023

political science economics abstract this article examines the
contradictory outcomes of china s rural reform since 1978 it
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traces four periods of rural reform policies through cyclical
rounds of policy implementation structural transformations
and economic social and environmental outcomes the
analysis reveals that contradictory

china s rural revolution the
architects rescuing its
Feb 16 2023

after 20 years of frantic city building rustic china is in a death
spiral now architects are helping to reverse the exodus with
inspirational tofu factories rice wine distilleries and lotus

taxation without representation in
contemporary rural china
Jan 15 2023

online isbn 9780511509971 doi doi org 10 1017
cbo9780511509971 series cambridge modern china series
subjects east asian history area studies asian studies east
asian government politics and policy politics and
international relations comparative politics 27 99 gbp
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rural china in transition changes and transformations in china
s agriculture and rural sector contemporary chinese political
economy and strategic relations an international journal 1 1
51 74 available at ink library smu edu sg soss research 2218

family management and family
division in contemporary rural china
Nov 13 2022

using information from recent field work in the three
mainland china villages and earlier work on taiwan this
article now aims to show that both ultimate aspirations and
practical management were fully institutionalized within the
context of family organization

sustainability free full text the
relationship between
Oct 12 2022

under rural revitalization and rapid construction in china the
mismatch between contemporary rural communities and
villagers space behavior habits has attracted widespread
attention this study proposes and practices a design
methodology for a newly built rural community based on
spatial elements and their relationship with the behavior of
local ancient villages we explore the
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